The Canada Project
Can life be summed up in a scenario? Peter van Gelder thinks
so. After his girlfriend Ilona is murdered before his eyes, his life
completely collapses. He decides to build a new life in Canada.
Because of his love for trucks, he wants to work as a truck
driver. There is a heavy shortage there, so Canadians must
receive him with open arms. But the reality is different.
Through an employment agency he arrives in St. John's Church.
Just as he wants to leave this village for another he meets the
American actress Tessa Hargrove, a woman who lives her life
on the fast lane. His carefully prepared scenario threatens to
derail. Also, because Ilona visits him regularly.
About the ebook
The Canada Project is well written and contains strong dialogues. The preparation is
described in detail and the ebook discusses the profession of truck driver in Canada. As one
of the first ebooks published in The Netherlands The Canada Project is supported with a
weblog, which takes you back to the Canada of 2005, the year in which this story takes place.
This blog provides a snapshot of the work of a truck driver in Canada, displays documents
and provides a background. The weblog is accessible via the website of HQ/e or the ebook
itself.
HQ/e’s philosophy
Beeing different from the others. Distinguished. Swim against the stream. Waking off the
beaten tracks. It seems difficult, but it is not. Publications by HQ /e make just an extra step
to have the story grab the reader. The abnormal is normal. The impossible is within reach.
Make it happen. Make it negotiable. Make it possible. Because it's too easy to go heavy
subjects out of the way. It is the mainstay of the HQ/e.
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